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the 24mm f1.4 gm employs three ed (extra-low
dispersion) glass elements, one of which is the front
lens. this large-diameter ed lens element features a
new optical design, minimizing chromatic aberrations
that can occur in the peripheral area of the frame. the
glass, a component of an ed lens, has fewer high-order
aberrations than conventional glass. three ed glass
elements compensate for field curvature that can
occur in wide-angle large-aperture optics. this also
contributes to the compact and lightweight design. the
24mm f1.4 gm features an advanced optical design,
including two xa (extreme aspherical) elements and
three ed (extra-low dispersion) glass elements that
delivering outstanding corner-to-corner resolution,
even at a wide f1.4 aperture. an 11-blade circular
aperture mechanism creates beautiful bokeh that is a
hallmark of the g master series. fast focusing is
attained through the ddssm (direct drive ssm) focus
drive system. this lens sports class-leading size and
weight, providing great handling and mobility. the
11-blade circular aperture maximizes the beauty of
this large-aperture prime-lens, contributing to
impressive images in which the subject stands out
against a smoothly defocused foreground and
background, as well as perfectly round points of
defocused light. conventional aperture blades have
flat sides that create unappealing, polygonal-shaped
defocused points of light. lenses overcome this
problem through a unique design that keeps the
aperture almost perfectly circular from its wide-open
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setting to when it is closed by 2 stops. smoother, more
natural defocusing can be obtained as a result.
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wcag 2.1 is intended to be a technology-independent
set of accessibility guidelines that apply to all

technologies now and in the future. however, wcag 2.1
does not apply to only traditional web technology, but
rather to all technologies with content or functionality.
this includes all technologies that provide content or
functionality with a range of possible ways to provide

that content or functionality, whether those
technologies are specifically labeled "web"

technologies or not. wcag 2.1 applies to technologies
that provide content or functionality for: screen

readers screen magnifiers screen readers integrated
with web pages voice-over braille output braille output
clickable text form controls high contrast hover effects
themes web applications wcag 2.1 does not apply to
other technologies, such as: animations applications

automated testing hybrids interactive media non-web-
based technologies printing toy technologies ui

patterns visual effects video these guidelines explain
how to follow the web content accessibility guidelines
(wcag) 2.1, the web accessibility initiative guidelines,

in the creation and maintenance of web content. these
guidelines are a companion document to the w3c web

accessibility initiative guidelines 1.0. for more
information about the web accessibility initiative and
related initiatives, see the wai home page. for more
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information about wcag 2.0, see understanding wcag
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